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The production of glass in al-Andalus
by Pedro Jiménez Castillo and Julio Navarro Palazón

Arabic texts that offer information about glass production in al-Andalus are very scanty and of unequal value. According to the historian al-Makkari, the poet Ziryab, who was exiled by the Abbasid dynasty and settled in Córdoba at the court of 'Abd al-Rahmân II, introduced glass tableware in place of goblets of precious metal at official dinners. Al-Makkari also reports that the physician Abbas ibn Firnas from Córdoba, a vassal of Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Rahmân (852-886), discovered the secrets of glass and founded numerous
workshops in al-Andalus. This information belongs to a seventeenth century compilation and so should be treated with caution as source for earlier periods, but it is not improbable that glass-working had revived in al-Andalus by the mid-ninth century (AME 1, 213).

A treatise about the management of the *souk* (market) of a Saqati, written in the first quarter of the thirteenth century, refers to the production of glass and (among other things) advises that freshly blown glass should be allowed to cool for a day and a night. Indeed, this is an essential tenet for glass-makers: a glass vessel needs to cool slowly once blown, since a sudden change in temperature will cause it to fracture. This requirement was served by intermediate chambers of gradually diminishing heat. Another contemporary reference to the production of glass comes from Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi, a native of Granada writing in the mid-thirteenth century. In his eulogy of al-Andalus, he highlights the craftsmanship of glass, citing the most important production centres: Murcia, Málaga and Almería. Having praised the embroidered handkerchiefs, rugs and metal-work made in the first mentioned city, he continues: “Murcia was also renowned for the manufacture of glass and ceramics, [making] great vessels of the most elegant and exquisite manufacture, likewise glazed ceramic and others bathed in gold” (Gayangos 1840, Vol I, 51, 93, II, 311).

Archaeology

Whether in Arab or Christian sources, written or pictorial references to the production of glass in al-Andalus are perfunctory and rare. Therefore, archaeology is an essential means of study, aimed both at the objects themselves and the workshops where they were made. The study of production is still in an early stage, and we know of only two workshops so far, both excavated in Murcia (Jiménez 1996), plus a furnace found in the town of Pechina (Almería). The study of these objects has yet to produce a narrative account of the development of the forms and functions encountered. Vessels in museum collections were previously noted by Gómez Moreno (1951, 341-343) and Torres Balbás (1949a, 219-221) and later briefly by Alice Frothingham (1941, 1963). The development of Spanish medieval archaeology since the 1970s has not achieved a breakthrough in the study of glass comparable to that in ceramics (p 296, above), but this may change following publication of the proceedings of a recent conference (AAVV, 2000c), the catalogue of a later exhibition (AAVV, 2006b), organized by the Casa de Velázquez and the National Glass Centre Foundation (Fundación Nacional del Vidrio) and new analysis of glass composition (Carmona *et al*, 2008 and 2009).

Workshops

First-hand archaeological information on glass manufacture has recently come to light in Murcia, endorsing the remarks of al-Maghribi (above). Two glass workshops were found in the vicinity of the ancient congregational mosque, the present cathedral, and a few metres from the main street and market of the early city, now Frenería Street. The first, discovered in 1998 on a plot in Puxmarina Street (Jiménez *et al*, 2000; Jiménez *et
Plan of an Andalusian glass-makers' workshop excavated at Puxmarina Street, Murcia (12th century), showing the direction of flow of drains. Fig 7.15

al. 2005), was dated to the twelfth century by stratigraphy and archaeometric dating (Gómez-Paccard et al. 2006) (Fig 7.15). Among its products were a moulded vessel, decorated with enamel and applied trail, flat glass for windows and a mirror on a lead base. Five relatively well-preserved glass furnaces were found, and remnants belonging to earlier phases indicated that the workshop had been in operation over a long period. Furnaces 1 and 4 presented similar characteristics: an elliptical plan, a ledge in the shape of a horse-shoe on which the crucibles were placed, and a central cavity in which the raw material was heated, before its transfer to the crucibles. The stoke-hole and firing chamber lay outside, though feeding heat directly to the central cavity. Furnaces 2 and 3 were similar, but smaller and simpler, having two side ledges on which crucibles were placed (Fig 7.16). Furnace 5, in the centre of the workshop, was completely different, and resembled the type of kiln used to fire ceramics. The chamber was circular in plan, divided into two parts separated by an openwork grill. It is not clear if this was designed as a chamber for cooling glass vessels or a kiln for making the ceramic crucibles.

The second workshop was located about 50 m from the first, at the junction of Polo de Medina Street with Belluga Square. The excellent state of preservation allowed for a more secure interpretation. The furnace was oblong in plan, oriented east-west, measured 4.20 m long and 3.20 m wide and had survived to a height of 1.25 m from its base.
Fig 7.16
Glass furnace no. 2 on the Puxmarina St. site.
(AME 1, 213). The U-shaped ledge retained the imprints of crucibles and the remains of glass frit, some of it coloured. In the centre of the U was a rectangular tray where the raw material was initially melted.

The presence of ovens of different forms implies that a number of different operations were required, and some of the output may have served other craftsmen (for example potters). Given the fuel used (wood), it is unlikely that the ovens could easily reach a sufficiently high temperature to fuse glass directly. Documents of the sixteenth and seventeenth century imply a two-stage process, whereby the raw material (sand, flux and other minor components) were heated together for about six hours at a temperature of around 750 o C, and so transformed into a glassy mass, with all the impurities ejected to the surface. The pure solidified glass was then broken up with a hammer and placed in a crucible together with any glass for recycling, and melted again ready for moulding or blowing.

Products

Although the finding of the workshops at Murcia has been a considerable advance in the knowledge of glass-making in al-Andalus, we still have little information about the products. This is partly due to the inherent fragility of the glass vessels as well as their relative scarcity compared to other materials such as ceramics. However an attempt will be made in what follows to summarise the types of glass in circulation, focusing on form and decoration.

To our knowledge, the only Andalusian assemblages that have been subject of a percentage study of the decorative technologies are those of Madinat al-Zahra’ (tenth century) and Siyāsa (Cieza, Murcia; mostly of the twelfth-thirteenth century). These differ not only in location and period of occupation but in the type of site, the first being a city of the ruling establishment and the second a hīm, a large settlement that does not reach the category of medina, market town (Table 7.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECHNIQUE</th>
<th>MADINAT AL-ZAHRA'</th>
<th>SIYĀSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mould-blowing</td>
<td>59.5%</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carved</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamped</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvering</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold painting</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinched</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mould-blowing is an ancient technology in which glass is blown into a mould with a pipe, and which may have preceded free-blowing (Fig 7.17, left). The mould came in two parts, usually made of wood or clay, and its interior surface could be incised with motifs that would appear in relief on the body of the glass vessel. At Madinat al-Zahrá', this is the most widely used technique, amounting to 60% of all decorated glass recovered during the archaeological work. Among prominent decorative schemes is the “honeycomb” grid, consisting of a network of hexagonal or elliptical depressions that cover almost the entire surface of the glass vessel. This motif, with origins in antiquity, was widely diffused by Muslim glaziers. At Siyásā it was even more common, occurring on 77.9% of the decorated fragments.

In carved cut-glass or crystal vessels, parts of a thick surface are cut away or left raised up. The technique was widespread from late antiquity to the early centuries of Islam, so it is not surprising to find it in early contexts in al-Andalus such as Pechina and Madinat al-Zahrá'. However it is completely absent at Siyásā and does not appear in other Murcian contexts of the twelfth century, so we are inclined to think that it was already rare in al-Andalus by the eleventh century.

Stamped decoration is achieved by pressing a die on the surface of the glass while it is still hot. It was common to use a pair of calipers, one of whose faces was engraved with the chosen ornament. This type of decoration was prevalent in the eastern Islamic world and employed for stamping an omphalos (a boss), rosettes, oval or inscriptions. The earliest Andalusian example of this technique is from Pechina and should be dated to the ninth or tenth centuries. It was a piece of fairly thick wall of dark green glass, ornamented with a band of “eyes.” In Madinat al-Zahrá' this technique of printing or stamping is present in 20% of the decorated pieces found and their motifs are simple: circles, oval shapes, ellipses and diamonds strung horizontally. The eye-band motif was also found on a complete bottle discovered in the excavations conducted in Platería Street (Murcia), and belongs to an assemblage of the Almoravid period (some bottles from this site are shown in Fig 7.17).

Applied decoration is based on the flexibility of glass at high temperatures, which makes it possible to stretch it into threads that attach easily to the hot surface of the glass. The thread may be of the same colour or different from the body. The technique is rare at Madinat al-Zahrá' (4%) but rises to 17.1% at Siyásā.

Pinching is a very simple technique that consists in pinching the glass surfaces while still hot. It occurs on a bottle from Platería Street (Murcia) with a foot-ring, globular body, broad cylindrical neck and a multi-lobed rim with pouring spout. This bottle was found in a midden with an assemblage dating approximately to the end of the eleventh century or first half of the twelfth century.

Marvering involves applying glass appliqué cords (trails) on the vessel and then rolling it on a flat (marble) surface (a marver), so that the trails merge with the body. Usually these cords were smoothed with the help of sharp tools, which were then used to create patterns on the surface in the form of a nib or pin. This technique was used by the Egyptians in the first millennium BC and in the eastern Islamic world it occurs from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, especially in Egypt and Syria. It was noted
at Madīnat al-Zahrāʾ but in only 1% of the decorated specimens, while in Siyāsā the percentage drops to 0.2%.

Enamelling is one of the most characteristic techniques of medieval Islamic glass, although it too traces its origins to late antiquity. Probably such ornamentation was already practised under the Abbasids, judging by specimens discovered in Raqqa and dating to the ninth century; however, it is in the twelfth century that the production centres in Iraq and northern Syria began to establish their reputation. During the second half of the thirteenth and the fourteenth centuries, enamelled glass from the Middle East reached its peak, spreading from Western Europe to China. We have a fragment from Siyāsā having in its outer surface remains of two horizontal red stripes. A fragment from the Murcia area must have belonged to an open vessel, cylindrical or conical. Judging by the archaeological context, this seems to date to the twelfth century. This is surprisingly early, but enamelling is also seen on a piece of glass belonging to a vase retrieved from Furnace 2 in Puxmarina, firmly dated by archaeological context and archaeomagnetic analysis to the twelfth century.

The technique of gold painting on glass is very similar to that of lustre pottery. Most researchers believe that motifs in gold paint were first applied in Abbasid Mesopotamia to decorated pottery, although Lamm (1929) and others argue that it originated among the Copts in the fourth century. In any case, there is no doubt that it reached its maximum development, both on pottery and on glass, in Islamic territory from the Abbasid period. At the site of Madīnat al-Zahrāʾ fragments of blue glass decorated with golden brown paint represent only 4% of the decorated pieces, and it is not possible to determine if they were manufactured locally or whether they were Eastern imports. From Siyāsā there were about fifteen pieces of gold painted glass (2.2%), of which three are rims belonging to open forms. The painted motifs have a golden tone ranging from
olive to purple forming plant motifs, with details marked by fine incised lines. The archaeological context can be dated to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. In the current state of research we cannot be sure that the Siyāsa glass was made in Murcia, but it is not improbable since, as it has been demonstrated in relation with the lustre painted pottery, there were artisans in Murcia who knew the technique.

**Stained glass**

Finally, we highlight the finding in Murcia of coloured flat glass, which proves the existence of an element that is still today part of traditional Islamic architecture: coloured-glass window-grilles, in Arabic *samsiyā* or *qamariyya* (Jiménez 1991, 71-80). The discovery was made in an outhouse, perhaps a cess-pit, belonging to a large house (San Nicolás). Found with the window glass was an outstanding collection of ceramics dating back to the mid-thirteenth century (Fig 7.9). Since the house can be dated to the twelfth century and windows were part of the architectural decoration, it is probably more appropriate to date the glass as contemporary with the house, rather than the pottery. Thanks to the fragments of window glass in the workshop of Puxmarina, in a context with dates from the twelfth century, we can say that glass windows were made in Murcia at this early date.

The total number of flat glass fragments exhumed in the house at San Nicolás is forty-eight. The colours include blue, green, yellow and violet. Close examination of the pieces showed circular grooves implying manufacture by the method called 'crowning' (Charleston 1991, 242). In this process, glass was blown into a crown or hollow globe which was transferred from the blowpipe to a pontil and then flattened by reheating and spinning out the bowl-shaped piece of glass (*bullion*) into a flat disk by centrifugal force, up to 1.5 to 1.8 m in diameter. The glass was then cut to the size required. The coloured glass disc thus obtained was placed on a lattice of plaster, but unfortunately none of these has survived. Despite the degradation suffered by the glass at San Nicolás, it was also possible to detect traces of painted decoration. The decorative motifs seem to be of vegetal shapes. The presence of paint on flat glass has been documented at Qasr al-Hayr al-Sharqi (Grabar *et al.* 1978) and Samarra (Lamm 1928). In both cases, a blackish paint was employed, usually called *grisaille*, and used to draw simple geometric and vegetal patterns.

The use of stained glass was prominent in the Umayyad period, as witness buildings at both Qasr al-Hayr, Khirbet al-Mafdjjar, Qusayr Amra and Mafraq. The technique travelled into North Africa in the tenth and eleventh centuries, as traces of these coloured-glass window-grilles have been found at Sabra-Mansouriya and the Qal’a of the Banu Hammad. We know very little about the use of stained glass in al-Andalus, although Torres Balbás (1949b) and Elie Lambert (1957) dedicated some of their works to its study. The earliest documentary reference is to the palace of al-Ma‘mūn of Toledo in the mid-eleventh century.

The window glass at San Nicolás, dated to the twelfth century, is the earliest so far found in al-Andalus. Even the windows of Santa María la Blanca (Toledo), though of uncertain date, are surely later. From the fourteenth century, artisans began to employ
lead frames (calimes) such as those seen in the windows of the Alhambra and the madrasas of Fez (Lambert 1957, 107). The San Nicolás window-glass has a major significance for western Islamic architecture, not only because it is the oldest archaeological evidence for its use in al-Andalus, but also because it was found in a domestic, secular setting, not in a palace or religious centre.